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EDITORIAL

Letter from Relief Workers in Jordan

The Minister's Salary
Superintendent of a similar holiness church conducted a
A
survey of his pastors pertaining to
DISTRICT

their salary received from the
church. His concern was whether the
remuneration received tended to help
the pastor do an adequate job or
whether financial straits militated
against his doing good service.
Information
concerning weekly
salary from the church, additional
help as given including heat, light,
donations, telephone, car expense,
etc., was asked for in the questionnaire. Twenty-nine ministers submitted replies. Placing a cash value
on information determined from the
questionnaire it was found the allowance averaged $67.63 per week. When
compared with the average income
per week of wage earners in the congregation, 62% of the pastors were
receiving less.
There were two important summation questions: "Has your effectiveness as a minister been curtailed because of financial strain and accompanying anxieties?" Replies indicated
that 41% considered their work was
hindered by inadequate income. The
other question was: "How much do
you feel it would take per week to
live moderately and save for the future?" The answers averaged out to
$82.07 per week.
The replies indicated that the average in the family was two children
plus, which means that four found it
necessary to live off of an income of
$67.63 per week. Nearly one-third of
the ministers reported their wives as
working for the purpose of supplementing the family income. This in
turn involved about one-fourth of the
pastors in the task of caring for the
home and family while the wife was
away.
It is recognized that results of such
a survey would vary, depending on
the area in which it was taken. Considerable variation exists between
rural, urban and city life. The
Brethren in Christ Church has very
few strictly rural churches anymore.
Even churches located in rural areas
are attended and supported by many
who no longer live off the farm.
Wage scales in industry, professions
and the trades vary somewhat in different areas of the U. S. A. and
Canada.
Churchmen, whether in the pastorate, teaching in colleges, serving as
missionaries or working for the cause
of the Church in a more general way,
(2)

Jericho, J o r d a n
April 2, 1959
D e a r Bro. H o s t e t t e r ,
W e w a n t to tell you t h a t we certainly* have a p p r e c i a t e d receiving the E v a n gelical Visitor a n d t h e S u n d a y School H e r a l d . A l t h o u g h we have access to o t h er
Christian periodicals, o u r own p a p e r s a r e v e r y desirable. I t is our only connection w i t h t h e B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t Church.
We a r e enjoying our w o r k h e r e in t h e Middle E a s t . A l t h o u g h it h a s been
n e a r l y two t h o u s a n d y e a r s , since o u r Lord walked upon this land, yet I'm s u r e
m a n y t h i n g s are unchanged.
The J o r d a n River, t h e Wilderness of J u d e a a.re still t h e s a m e . A t the p r e s e n t
t i m e , the hills h a v e m a n y flowers, beautiful flowers1, red ones, violet, yellow. I t is
t h o u g h t t h e beautiful r ed anemone w a s the " L i l y " to which Christ referred. T h e
g r o u n d is tilled in much t h e same w a y and w h e n we see someone s c a t t e r i n g seed,
by hand, we a r e m a d e to t h i n k of t h e p a r a b l e — " A Sower w e n t fort h to sow."
A l r e a d y we h a v e t r a v e l l e d the Jerich o Road, a n u m b e r of t i m e s , and one
literally goes down from J e r u s a l e m , to Jericho.
W e h a d t h e privilege, on T h u r s d a y evening, of Holy W e e k , of p a r t i c i p a t i n g
in t h e devotional w a l k from t h e place w h e r e , it is t h o u g h t , t h e U p p e r Room w a s
located out of t h e city, down, across t h e Brook Kedron and up t h e Mount of
Olives to t h e G a r d e n of Gethsemane . This walk w a s v e r y inspirational, as t h e r e
w a s no t a l k i n g , our only light w a s a l a n t e r n (which w a s quite m o d e r n ) , and w e
stopped periodically to r e a d from t h e s c r i p t u r e s and to p r a y .
W e a t t e n d e d t h e e a r l y m o r n i n g service a t the G a r d e n Tomb. H e r e some v e r y
excellent s p e a k e r s b r o u g h t u s E a s t e r m e s s a g e s .
W e h a d a nice v o y a g e across t h e A t l a n t i c w i t h only two days of seasickness.
T h e r e w e r e five p o r t s of call in t h e M e d i t e r r a n e a n Sea, and a m o n g t h e m w a s
P i r a e u s , Greece. F r o m here we visited the Acropolis, and saw M a r s ' Hill. I t g a v e
u s a thrill t o s t a n d in t h e a p p r o x i m a t e place w h e r e t h e Apostle P a u l h a d stood, to
preach, m a n y centurie s ago.
A s w e w o r k h e r e , in t h e land w h e r e Christ lived and t a u g h t , w e r e q u e s t
your prayers.
Tn C h r i s t i an Service,
L o m e and Lois R u e g g

statistics indicate, are an underpaid
group. It is true there are certain
compensations on a spiritual level
that must be understood to be fully
evaluated. But, realistically, the inability to stretch further the already
overdrawn dollar results in a sense
of frustration not easily overcome.
Our progress since 1950 in the direction of a supported ministry has
been most gratifying. We have today very few pastors, if any, who are
not receiving some support. The
scale reaches from a limited amount
per month to that which is considered
adequate for full time in the pastorate.
One of the facts coming to light on
the questionnaires and of particular
interest to the District Superintendent was the concerns of the church
board in the minister's financial
needs. Forty-five per cent indicated
the church board expressed concern
for their financial needs; 28 % said
'no' on the questionnaire, while evidently the other 27 % were not sure if
the church board was concerned or
not. Too often church boards, Boards
of Trustees of institutions, and even
Mission Boards have a tendency to
be unrealistic in the matter of providing adequate financial support for
(Continued on page sixteen)
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HIS is a very common question
among parishioners of the average congregation. A similar question indulged in by inquisitive pastors and people is, "How do you
enjoy your new charge?" To expect
an honest complimentary answer in
the superlative from either group is
ridiculous. This most desired situation cannot exist this side of resurrection glory seeing that all of us,
without exception, are noticeably
handicapped by human limitations.
Our own particular fellowship in
this period of her history can expect to encounter some very annoying indiscretions caused by these unethical attitudes. We have moved
from a multiple type of ministry to
a single pastoral method which inevitably calls for some rugged adjustments. We have advanced from
a self-supporting to a supported ministry and even though we have accepted a much more Biblical position yet hazards lurk in the adaptation period.
We pause at this point to say that
our observations have been that our
beloved brotherhood has for the most
part splendidly accommodated herself to this regime. For this miraculous and unanticipated unanimity of
heart and mind we daily thank our
Heavenly Father.
There are, however, certain points
of behaviour which will be helpful
to both groups and will reduce schismatic tendencies to a minimum. Dear
brethren and sisters of the pew,
please avoid comparisons relating to
your pastor and his predecessors.
Comparisons are usually odious. No
one preacher has all the excellent
qualities nor all the objectionable features. Where one man is strong his
successor may be weak, yet strong
where the former was weak.
Let us ask God for grace to appreciate sermons we did not enjoy. Very
likely they were heaven-sent. A
vicious and detrimental habit possesses the twentieth century church
causing her to prefer baskings in the
benign influences of religious luxury
rather than face up to stern realities and bald truth.
In the shift from the Official Board
to the Church Board system in which
a high percentage of laymen are
used (and this too was a very worthy
change) we have noticed in some instances a slight intoxication of power
consciousness. Beware of pendulum
extremes. Perhaps in the past a
strong Official Board (numerically
and otherwise) did ignore the laity
unduly who were helpless to do much
about it. But now, my dear laymen,
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How Do You Like
YOUR NEW PASTOR?
E. J. Swalm, Canadian Conference Bishop
because you are given stature and facilities to express yourself, you do
well to avoid the employment of all
these resources. Yours is the task
of cooperating with the pastor rather
than reducing him to "messenger
boy" status. Just because you can
release him do not do it rashly as he
may have a successor you will care
less for after he fills your pulpit a
similar length of time.
Much good can be realized from
pastoral services if the pastor's time
is not unnecessarily absorbed by one
•or two problematic families who repeatedly make unreasonable demands. Remember there are a lot of
people in the congregation who need
encouragement and your minister
should be liberated from such constant selfish attention so that he can
call on homes where Christ is not
known and serve people who as yet
have no church affiliation.
Knowing very well that there are
two viewpoints in congregational
life, I would wish to frankly, yet
courteously, approach the pastor
with some suggestions. Brethren,
there is positively no substitute for
deep spiritual living, saturated with
prayer, Bible study and daily fellowship with the Divine. A church in
Kentucky was searching for a pastor
to fill a vacated pulpit. Their bishop
asked the church board to describe
the kind of man they preferred,
whether short or tall, stout or slender, etc., to which one of the board
replied, "We don't care much about
his dimensions, just so that when he

is on his knees he can touch heaven.''
Even people who are delinquent in
their own service to Christ are able
to detect a spiritual vacuum in the
pastor's life. Seek to have a pastor's
heart, burdened continually for the
welfare of the flock and the lost in
your area. If we really love people
we will not need to tell them so.
It is very evident that we must
discipline ourselves for the work we
are called to do and are now receiving financial support. While we are
not asked to punch a clock nor "sign
in" at the office as many of our parishioners do, yet we must not be
lying in bed, or engaged in worthless
misspent hours while they have to
trudge daily down the street to keep
a required schedule in factory, office
or shop. We are happy that many of
our pastors have taken advanced
training for the ministry and in so
doing have greatly increased their
capacity to realize a successful ministry and pastorate. It is positively
essential that this training operate
under the direction and unction of
the Holy Spirit's baptism or both
pastor and parish will be disappointed. Keep a constancy of intimate
relationship with the Lord Jesus
Christ, the exalted Head of the
Church. Seek His direction and solution in every emergency.
It is important that we learn how
to be cooperative both with our people, church board and auxiliaries. (It
would appear that some seminaries
failed to offer such a course.) We
can afford to sacrifice personal tastes
(3)

and choices regarding the mechanics
of a church program but with emphasis we say let no church, board,
or any organization tell you what to
preach or in any way intimidate your
ministry. The pulpit is yours. It is
God's medium to enlighten, convict,
save a lost world and edify the Christian Church. You are responsible for
its influence.
It is necessary to have a little patience with your supporting constituency if they do not readily respond
to all your suggested reforms. Even
though you were convinced in your
years of training that this is the
only way to handle some particular
matter and it may be an excellent
method but it could be that there are
still better courses to pursue in the
situation and area in which you are
found. The people who have lived
many years in their respective communities whether urban or rural are
apt to have some very accurate appraisals of what methods are most
appropriate. It may be profitable to
respect their opinions.

We are all familiar with the historic statement that "Nero fiddled
while Rome burned." Surveying the
religious program of the Protestant
Church in our day we are burdened
and grieved at not only the apathy
apparent everywhere but the equally
detrimental barriers to the cause of
evangelism such as the "fussing" of
active church people over trivial matters, while immortal souls for whom
Christ died are perishing eternally.
The time is short. May heaven
help us as shepherds and flocks to
unite our efforts in a great cause, the
extension of the kingdom of God. To
do this we must abandon such sinister practices as, maneuvering for
position or salary, clamoring for untimely changes of leadership and
many other carnal manipulations so
devastating to soul-winning. Let us
pray that the sacrifice and unity of
the false-cults will be ours and it
will make us "read and known of
all men."
Duntroon, Ontario

What the CHURCH
Expects from a PASTOR
Mrs. Alma Martin
church expects her pastor to
a man consecrated to God and
TfullyHEbededicated
to His work—a man

to whom we can turn in the hour of
despair and in the hours of joy.
There are times in every person's
life when we have to talk things
over with someone—to confide in
someone—times when life seems too
much and we must turn to someone
else. I want my pastor and his wife
to be the kind of person I can go to
without hesitation, knowing that
they will keep what I tell them in
confidence, that they will pray with
me, counsel with me and advise me
what I ought to do.
The church of today expects her
pastor to be prepared for counselling.
She does not expect him to have all
the answers (or does she, sometimes?), but that out of his vast experience he should be able to advise.
There are so many things to cope
with today. Parents have problems
with their children; children have
problems with their parents.
The young people of today have

a)

problems which we knew nothing
about. I know we should take these
problems to God, and I am sure that
we do, but so often we need human
help also and to whom can we turn,
if not to our pastor, who is "called"
of God for such a purpose as this?
The pastor today really has to be
"on his toes" especially where the
young people are concerned. If he
is to be able to help them he must
win their confidence. And this requires an all-out effort. He must be
willing to participate in their play
as well as in their work. Be understanding and sympathetic—not too
critical.
I know a young minister just out
of college, associated with a young
people's camp, and he says you have
got to win their confidence if you
are going to help them. You dare
not be shocked at anything they tell
you—at least don't let them know it
if you are.
I think that today the ministry
among the young people is one of
the most important phases of the

pastor's work, and one that requires
the most tact, and the most prayer.
The young people of today have so
many temptations that our generation and the ones before it knew
nothing about. Wise is the pastor
who can win their confidence, their
love and respect. It is only in this
way that he can help them.
There isn't one of them today, who
at some time or other, does not need
help. If they cannot feel free to go
to their pastor, to whom can they
turn?
The church expects her pastor to
do a reasonable amount of visitation.
I wonder if you pastors realize how
much your visits to the sick and
shut-ins mean to them? This is a
wonderful ministry and unless you
have been ill, or in the hospital yourself, I don't believe you can appreciate what the visit of the pastor
means to these folks.
When a member is sick for any
length of time, they have a perfect
right to expect their pastor to call
on them and have prayer with them.
This means so much to us. When
one of us has the unfortunate experience of going to the hospital,
what a comfort it is to have your
pastor call and pray with you.
I had an experience like this just
about twenty years ago. One morning I was rushed to the hospital for
an emergency operation. I shall never
forget that when I came out of the
anesthetic, the first persons I saw
were my pastor and his wife. Just
to know they were standing by
meant so much to me.
I am on the visiting committee of
our Women's Guild and as we go to
visit the shut-ins, not one of them
ever fails to mention how deeply
grateful they are for our pastor's
visits. The members of the church
may visit—not too many of them do
—but our visits, though appreciated,
can never take the place of the pastor's visit. He is their pastor.
Sometimes perhaps, a pleasant
visit from the pastor, who speaks
words of comfort and cheer, who
offers a prayer from his heart to God
for the sick, may do more than the
doctor and nurse toward the recovery
of the patient. Much illness is moral
and spiritual, and this causes physical illness. Such people need help
beyond that of a doctor. They need
God, or a greater faith in Him, and
often the pastor as he goes to visit
can introduce these folk to the Great
Physician and do a great deal of
good.
Many of our aged folks sometimes
need help. They come to the closing
Evangelical
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days of their life, and many problems confront them — too big for
them to cope with. Some need financial assistance—some a place to stay.
They should be able to turn to their
pastor and ofttimes he is able to
lighten their burdens through the
funds provided by the church, or is
able to help them find a place to go.
The church has a moral obligation to
help these aged folks whenever possible.
In time of bereavement, the first
person the members of the church
turn to, is the pastor. They expect
him to be there with words of comfort. What a ministry this is!
The church expects her pastor to
be a man of prayer—to take time
out from the many pressing duties
of the day and spend it alone with
God.
The church expects her pastor to
preach the Gospel—not to preach to
please the people, but to preach to
please God. We have a right to expect a well-prepared sermon—not
something hastily thrown together. I
once attended a service (not of our
denomination) where the pastor got
up to preach and said that when he
came into the pulpit, he did not know
what he was going to preach about,
and continued for 45 minutes with a
sermon (if you could call it that) so
disjointed that he surely would not
have needed to tell his congregation
he was not prepared.
The church expects her pastor to
live what he preaches; just as the
pastor expects the Christian to live
what he professes. His life should be
an example to those of his flock. Paul
in writing to Timothy, charged him,
"Be thou an example of the believers
in word, in conversation, in charity,
in spirit, in faith, in purity."
We have a right to expect our pastor to be such an example—just as
we as a church have a duty to be
such examples ourselves. I do not
believe in one standard for a pastor
—another standard for the people. If
it is wrong for a pastor to do certain
things—then I believe it is wrong
for the members of his congregation
to do the same thing.
We do expect our pastor to be an
example. We want him to be a man
that we can follow as he follows
Christ. The business of the pastor
is to lead his people spiritually.
We expect our pastor to be a man
of clean habits. There were a group
of church women of different denominations together one evening,
and thinking that perhaps I could
get some material for this paper, I
said to them, "What do you expect
May U, 1959

from your pastor?" One of them
spoke up and said, "I can tell you
some things they should NOT do. I
was at a dinner meeting some time
ago and the pastor of one of the
large city churches had his cigarette
right along with the rest of the men.
To me this was entirely out of place.''
I can remember very vividly one
Sunday noon last summer driving by
another church here in the city, just
as the folks were leaving. The pastor was outside the church, dressed
in his robe, shaking hands with his
parishioners, smoking a big fat ciBy Dr. Jared F. Gerig
gar. I could scarcely believe what I
saw with my own eyes. If I had been
a member of that church, I am
Commission on Evangelism
afraid his sermon would not have andChairman
Church Extension National Association
made much of an impression on me.
of Evangelicals (adapted from a message
presented at NAE Convention, Chicago 111.,
A pastor may be extremely elo- April,
1958)
quent, but if his life does not measure up, his sermons will have no
Text: John 4:28-35 "Lift up your"
effect. On the other hand, a pastor eyes, and look on the fields; for they
may lack eloquence, but if his life are white already to harvest."
measures up, his sermons will live
in the hearts of his people.
Y passion for world missions has
The church expects its pastor to
never been questioned, and I
present a neat appearance. There have travelled in enough mission
is a little church not too far from fields to be greatly stirred by the
my home that had a pastor some spiritual need of foreign lands. Howyears back who was always untidy. ever, America is our Judea. It is the
I never' saw him that he made a nice primary field, the base of supply, the
appearance. Many times he was un- point from which we attack, and the
shaven, his shirt collar always wrin- fort to which we return for reenkled, trousers unpressed. He was forcement and renewing. Missions
just starting out in the ministry, and abroad is based upon missions at
although he was a nice enough fel- home. We dare not leave great gaps
low—he had two strikes against him, in our missionary lines of endeavor.
because of his carelessness in dress. It is first Jerusalem, where we are;
He did not last very long even in then Judea, then Samaria, and then
that small country church. I think the uttermost parts.
the church has a right to expect her
I. America's Centrality
pastor to present a neat appearance.
The United States is central in the
In II Timothy 4:2, Paul charges family of nations today. President
Timothy with these words: "Preach Roosevelt said in time of war, "The
the word; be instant in season, out United States is the arsenal of the
of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort world." It could be called many other
with all longsuffering and doctrine." things in terms of its vital relation
Perhaps we as a church many to a perishing world.
times expect too much from our
Consider America's centrality polipastor. We forget that he is human tically. Here is the heart of the free
like the rest of us. The church world and the home of democratic
should pray for her pastor continu- institutions. We need not belabor
ally, give him an assistant when this point. Multitudes of men and
needed; not expect him to do the scores of nations are looking to
work of several men. The pastor's America because we stand as the last
success depends a great deal on the strong bulwark against the forces
amount of praying his people do. which bring men into bondage and
May we not fail in this!
rob them of their liberties and their
I came across a quotation several lives.
years ago that made a deep impresAmerica's centrality materially is
sion on me. It was this: "The church unquestioned. No human being has
is God's way of reaching out His lifted his feet from American soil to
hand to take hold of mine." I want travel in foreign lands without soon
my pastor to be the kind of man who being made conscious that he has
will be able to place the hands of his left plenty to go into poverty; he has
people into the Hand of God.
left wealth to go into want; he has
left riches for rags.
The Church Advocate

PREACHERS

AMERICA,
Our Judea

M

(5)

In America where "the worker is
exploited by the capitalist" supposedly, 22,800,000 families, or 75 % of all
families, own their own homes. These
same Americans own 75% of the
world's automobiles, 92% of the
world's bathtubs, and 50% of the
world's radios.
The United States has 140 doctors
per one million population compared
to 114 in England, 75 in France, and
4 in China. 50%' of the world's hospital beds are in American hospitals.
Most important of all, America's
centrality evangelistically must be
reckoned with. America is the heart
and blood and life of the world spiritually and evangelistically. One cannot study the sacred history of the
Christian era without facing the astounding fact that America has been
providentially brought to the kingdom for such a time as this. The
center of missionary enterprise and
spiritual endeavor gradually moved
westward from Jerusalem to Antioch in Syria, to Ephesus, to Rome,
to Germany and England, and finally
to America. For the last 75 years
the outflow of life and support
which has originated in America has
been unequalled in the history of the
church.
Dr. Norman Grubb of England recently said, "Out of 35,000 missionaries in the world today, 25,000 are
from the United States of America,
the greatest missionary nation in the
world. The United States has displaced Great Britain, former foremost missionary nation." Manpower,
money, vision, and spiritual dynamic
are ours in America to continue to
accomplish this God-ordained task.
Will we, the church of America, fail
God and fail our destiny in this
epochal hour?
II. America's Crisis
While all that has been said is true
and will not be contested, America is
facing the greatest crisis of all in
her relation to God, to salvation, and
to spiritual things. Where will God
move next to center responsibility in
which we have fumbled and failed.
It is our conviction that there is no
further move. America is the last on
God's list of nations to have the
honor and to carry the responsibility
of leading the church to a successful
consummation of her mission. When
we fail, judgment will fall and the
end will come. May God help us to
consider it seriously in this hour.
At the outset, there is America's
crisis spiritually.
"It is not new that America is losing her grip and fast slipping from
her spiritual moorings. In spite of
(6)

increased membership in the churches, only approximately 8% of the
population is in the Sunday morning
worship at any one time, and only
2% at night. The majority of
churches make no excuses for not
having a mid-week prayer service
any longer.
There are 60,000 dead and closed
churches in America, and it is estimated that rural churches are dying
at the rate of 3000 each year. There
are 10,000 towns and villages in the
United States without an open
church, without religious services of
any kind, and 30,000 more towns
have no resident pastor.
To intensify this spiritual problem, we must face the entrenchment
of modernism, the widespread denial
of the faith once for all delivered to
the saints. I stood appalled in Quito,
Ecuador, a few years ago when I
learned that there were no more than
eight struggling evangelical mission
churches in that city of 200,000. But
what about our own country! How
far must one go, even in our great
cities, to find eight sound, spiritual,
Gospel-preaching churches ? We have
churches by the thousands, but a
famine of the Word of God. We have
lovely buildings, but lifeless congregations. Who can measure the impact of a lifeless, poisonous religious
liberalism upon the American church
scene ?
America's crisis educationally must
also be faced. We have about 1860
institutions of higher education in
the United States. It is estimated
that 1000 of these institutions
were founded by evangelicals, of
which not more than 40 remain true
to evangelicalism. In these 40 institutions there are some 12,000 students compared to over 3 million in
the other 1800 or more. In the 40
Christian institutions there are 600
professors true to "the faith" while
there are as many as 1000 professors
in many of the greater universities
of our country.
While we face this picture in
higher education, we are also confronted with the secularism of the
entire public school system, an education of our children without the
benefit of the Bible; God, or Christ
the Savior. We have education without ethics, training without truth,
facts without faith, books without
the Bible, and schools without the
Savior.
America is also facing a crisis
morally. The breakdown, in standards and morals is alarming. The
steady and deepening trend toward
disrespect for authority and rebellion

against discipline is everywhere to be
noted.
Figures made available by the Internal Revenue Service show that on
June 30, 1956, there were 274,877 retail dealers in liquor, and 168,180 retail beer dealers, making a total of
443,057 such outlets in the U.S. At
the same time there were 305,449
churches of all faiths, or 137,608 less
churches than stores retailing alcoholic beverages.
One third of the population are
drinkers and there is one liquor store
for every 300 people. The annual
national expenditure for alcohol is
three times the amount spent for all
religious purposes.
One out of every three to four
marriages ends in divorce with its
subsequent evils. America is a land
of broken homes and broken hearts.
One out of every eight babies is born
out of wedlock.
This is the crisis in America. It is
not one of might but one of morals;
not one of resources but one of righteousness. It is spiritual, educational
and moral. It is in the realm of the
mind and the heart, the soul and the
spirit. There is a rottenness and
deterioration at the source of our
nation's life and well-being.
III. America's Cure
We have looked at the disease.
What is the cure? Can the U.S. be
saved? It would be presumptuous to
say that our blessed and beloved
country can be saved forever, but it
is possible that judgment can be
forestalled in the purpose of God in
order that the job He has given the
church to do might be completed.
This cure might be taken in three
shots, the spiritual penicillin to heal
the infectious sores and to halt the
festering maladies of national disease.
The first s"hot involves the principle of going. I call you back to it.
It is scriptural and so very simple.
Our local churches must recapture
the vision of going to their Judeas,
evangelizing the nearby communities,
and harvesting in the close-by fields.
That neglected suburb, that unchurched sub-division, that forgotten
town or village, or that great, vast
countryside, these are the Judeas
that call us in America. Population
increase and population shift are
creating great new mission fields at
our doors. It is estimated that our
nation will have a suburban population of close to 84 million by 1975 as
compared with the present of 45 million. We will need 100,000 new
churches by 1975 to meet this great
Evangelical
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tion. However, there were times
when the parents, especially the
mother, thought she suspected.
There was the day she came running in from the school bus, the tears
streaming down her face. She threw
herself into her mother's arms, and
sobbed out that one of the children
had told her that she was going to
die. The mother silently breathed a
prayer for wisdom and words, and
the Lord so graciously undertook for
Lois Horton
both of them. She found herself speaking words of comfort, yet truth, as
Part II '
she told her little girl that all must go
and that no one knows exactly when
HERE were regular examinations that time will come. "God alone has
and trips to the clinic and drug- death and life in His hands, Honey,
gist. Marnette took them all in her and Heaven is a wonderful place that
stride with very little complaining, Jesus has gone to prepare for those
though the growths were becoming that love Him." The mother thanked
larger, increasingly sensitive and God that He had put words into her
painful. So many times, it was hard mouth to assure her little daughter
for her to understand why she had that God was always in command if
to have more rest than other children. we trust Him. And the child was
Then came the evening when the doc- comforted.
tor called concerning some tests that
They watched her grow rapidly,
had been made. He talked to Lois on
the phone and suggested that he come witnessing to her unsaved grandout to the house where they could father, and praying earnestly for
talk more freely. Marnette, with her friends and unsaved loved ones. On
color book and crayons under her the night of her tenth birthday, durarm, went to visit the neighbor lady. ing a city wide evangelistic meeting
They felt it was wise to shield her conducted by Hyman Appelman,
from as much knowledge of her Marnette whispered to her daddy
affliction as possible. The doctor that she wanted to confess Christ
was very kind and understanding and publicly as her Saviour, and would
yet he was very plain in his discus- he go up with her? Lois, who was
sion. He told the parents that they in the front as one of the personal
should live day by day. Things had workers, turned and saw her coming
reached that stage where Marnette down the aisle. Tears of rejoicing
was concerned, and anything could followed, and later one the the minhappen at anytime. It was a very ister's wives took Marnette to counrare disease that medical science sel with her. There was no doubt in
knew very little about, and there was her mind that Marnette really underno known cure. If she lived until the stood what she was doing.
age of twelve or thirteen, the changes
All on her own, a little later, she
in her body would make it the most asked to be excused from dancing at
perilous time of her life. She was school, because she did not feel the
about six then, and that seemed such Lord would have her to do it. The
a short time. There were hard, hard mother, seeing she was serious about
days ahead. Only the Lord could hold it, was grateful for the conviction,
them up. They had prayed for God and immediately took steps with the
to heal, but this time it did not seem principal to have her excused. Marto be His will. Later, they were to nette felt many at school did not unrealize that God knows the best ways derstand, but she seemed to have a
to glorify Himself; and without a real desire in her heart to live for
doubt, Marnette's affliction did glori- the Lord. So precious were the times
fy Him. They believed that God had beside her bed when the three would
a definite plan and purpose for Mar- kneel and pray—confessions and penette's life.
titions, simple, but honest—before
Many times, if there had
Being an only child and having an the Lord.
conflictions before school time,
affliction that she was not aware of been
she left on the bus, she'd say,
presented a great many problems for before
"Mommy, I'm sorry. Will you forgive
Marnette and her parents. Some who me?"
did not know, and very few did,
formed opinions unjustly, causing
Many times she talked to her
the child unnecessary heartache and mother and daddy about Heaven. She
the parents grief that they dared not would say, "Daddy, I just can't even
express for her sake. She did not imagine." Throwing her arms out
know the seriousness of her condi- wide she'd continue, "Just think, it
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will be forever and ever, never any
end." Ah, yes, "As it is written, eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither
have entered into the heart of man,
the things which God hath prepared
for them that love Him." (I Cor. 2:9)
' The pain was getting quite severe
at times now. The doctor advised
aspirin and heat as long as possible,
because once more powerful drugs
were resorted to, it would be hard to
turn back from them. A trip to
Kansas, where the other grandparents lived, was planned after
school was out if her health permitted. The doctor gave permission
providing that enough rest and proper diet were not neglected. Suitcases
were packed, and Marnette, beside
herself with excitement, could hardly
wait to get started. All along the
way, she tossed tracts wrapped in
colored paper. If there were no people along the road to toss them to, she
would try to toss them into driveways
where they would be picked up. One
day after lunch in a restaurant, she
took a tract back to the waitress.
"What did she do, Honey?" her daddy asked her. "Oh, she just said
thank you and smiled at me."
Soon the trip was over, and they
were home again. There were lots of
things to tell Grandma and Grandpa.
About two weeks after they came
home, a little cousin, Carrie, whom
Marnette dearly loved, came to stay
a week or two with them. One Saturday afternoon, on July 26, the parents went into town to buy groceries.
The children did not want to go, because it was so very hot. Marnette
said, "Please, Mommy, let us stay at
home where it's cool. We'll keep the
doors shut so it won't get hot in
here." The parents left them in the
house and went on, not realizing that
God was going to call their little one
home while they were gone. When
they returned home a short time later,
Carrie was standing in the front
yard crying bitterly. She said the
door had become locked, and Marnette was in the window. They ran
to the back of the house, and found
her there, caught by the throat. Attempting to enter the house through
a window from a saw-horse, the window fell upon her.
Only the dear Lord, knew the
shock and terror as they released her
and placed her in the car and raced
madly to the hospital with her. The
father, trying to concentrate on the
driving while praying—the mother
watching Marnette in the back seat,
praying earnestly for His grace,
knowing deep in her heart that Marnette was already in the presence of
the Lord. Shortly, a doctor conEvangelical
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firmed what she already knew, but
hoped was not so.
The Lord so wonderfully undertook
in the days to follow, and God gave
grace to accept His will. It seemed to
them that God had a definite reason.
He had spared Marnette from much
suffering. Upon examination, it was
revealed that Marnette had only a
short time left to live unless the
Lord had seen fit to heal her. Through
her death, He was to be glorified; and
in His mercy, He did not allow her
to suffer. Marnette had asked her
mother just a few days before that
if she should die, did Mommy think
there would be lots of flowers? If
she could have seen ahead, the mother
would have been able to answer,
"Yes, Honey, there will be lots and
lots of beautiful, lovely flowers."
But the story is not ended. For the
fragrance of Marnette's life lingers
on. Within thirty-six hours, the
grandfather voluntarily committed
his life to the Lord Jesus Christ. The
glory of the Lord was truly present
that night, there among the family in
that room of sorrow. There was rejoicing through tears.
Before Carrie's mother went home
to prepare clothes for the funeral, she
came into the bedroom where Marnette's mother and daddy were and
said, tears streaming down her face,
"Auntie Lois, I have never wanted to
help anyone so much in all my life,
and I can't, because I'm not a Christian." A few days after the funeral,
she told them that she had settled
things with the Lord, and had asked
His forgiveness for sins and had received Him into her life as her Saviour. "I knew that I was not worthy
to pray for you, before, but now I
feel the Lord will hear my prayers,"
she said.
About a month later, a cousin of
Marnette's mother, went forward in a
church service and made a public confession of Christ as her Saviour.
Marnette's mother and daddy were
visiting in the home at the time. She
lives in California and is the mother
of four, one of the girls a few months
older than Marnette.
Donna Rae, another cousin and
mother of two little girls, for whom
they had been praying a long time,
called on the telephone from the
neighboring town where she lived.
It was about six weeks after Marnette's death. She said, "Lois, I just
had to call and tell you that I have
been settling things with the Lord
this morning. I have been on my
knees, and I know the Lord has saved
me. I want you to know that I feel
that Marnette's life and death has
spoken to me."
May 4, 1959

Many hearts were deeply touched,
and much prayer ascended to God
from all over the community, from
many different churches and denominations. And though the sorrow is
deep, and she is missed more than
words could ever express, there are
hallelujahs echoing around Heaven.
And those who loved Marnette eleven
and a half years here on earth and
are looking forward to being with
her again in Heaven, are praising the
Lord! They believe that Marnette's
desire to be a missionary has been
fulfilled, and that truly, "A little
child shall lead them."
THE END

Precious Little Girl

Edna M. Switzer

Lois Horton

There are two missionaries of the Jehovah Witness cult on board—fine young
men, and yet thoroughly convinced of afalse doctrine. They are' planning the work
in Nyasaland, Africa. I pray God they will
never arrive there to teach such a false religion.
As I think of my year at home, I recall
with pleasure the many fine contacts.
Meeting with you in your homes and fellowshipping around the Word in the various churches was soul-inspiring. The thing
that impressed me more than anything else
was the prayers of the saints. It would
strengthen any Christian worker to hear
some of the prayers I heard. "The effectual, fervent prayer of a righteous man
availeth much." Continue to pray and pray
much. The growth of the church whether
at home or in lands across the seas and our
joy in the Lord depends upon our faithfulness to Him. We are in a winning battle if we are faithful.
"Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye
stedfast, unmoveable, always abounding in
the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye
know that your labour is not in vain in the
Lord."
Edna M. Switzer

Precious little girl,
He gave us only one.
OUT world revolved around her smile
She was our stars, our sun.
Precious little girl,
With eyes of deepest brown,
With Mommy's hat upon her curls,
And dressed in Mommy's gown.
Precious little girl,
Who tiptoed when Mommy prayed,
And oftentimes together kneeled
And confession sweet was made.
Jesus came one summer day,
And took her little hand
Together they walked through the golden
gate
Into the blessed promised land.
And now, dear Lord, as You look down
Upon the scene below,
Comfort, I pray, our bleeding hearts;
Tell her we love her so.

MISSIONS
Again
"It would strengthen any Christian
worker to hear some of the prayers
I heard."
Again as we near Africa, comes a challenge to be a more diligent soul winner and
the responsibility to exemplify Christ always to my fellow missionaries and the
Africans.
Our voyage from Southampton, England,
has been very pleasant, restful and interesting. Crossing the Equator was not
nearly so hot as sometimes but warm
enough to get the usual sun tan. The
ocean has been quite calm which always
makes a trip restful.
To ride on a boat such as this, reminds
one that all the heathen are not in Africa.
The smoking among the women is appalling. A two weeks voyage gives many opportunities for witnessing for Christ in little everyday conversations. It does not take
a long chat to find out if a person is a
Christian.

Again W e Were Leaving
On the quay side stood many of our
loved ones bravely smiling and wishing us
God's blessing. This again was farewell—
the fog horn blasted, and the mighty
United States slipped from her berth and
a channel of water began to widen between us and the pier, beyond which
loomed the spectacular skyline of lower
Manhattan in a shroud of rain and fog.
The past year lay behind, but our hearts
were warm with memories:—the renewed
and strengthened ties of friendship; the
interest of the Home Church in her work
of missions, the many faithful W.M.P.C.
groups meeting monthly to lay before the
Father the needs of the fields. There had
been the joy of attending General Conference: sitting in on the sessions of inspiration, hearing the business discussions,
carried on with Christian love and a view
far into the future. We thrilled that this
was our church, stretching with a new
vision of outreach. We rejoiced as we felt
the fervor and the breadth of vision ex-
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A REMINDER of "fields . . . white already to harvest."

Villagers in the Gwaai area of Southern Rhodesia ready to listen
to the Gospel.
P R A Y

• for the Lord's continued direction and guidance in the opening of
mission station in this needy area.
• for David and Laona Brubaker who are to head the station.
• for every African believer that they may be true witnesses.
• for a harvest of souls!

pressed by our church leaders. We recalled
the many deeds of kindness shown as we
moved from group to group These memories go with us.
And now again our faces are toward
Rhodesia, the land to which God has called
us. And again we look to you, the Home
Cuhrch, to hold the ropes, while within our
hearts there rises a prayer: "May the
years ahead be yours, dear Father, and
filled with Thy service. May we be instruments of Thy love, helping, through
Thee to transform lives. In these days of
rising nationalism may we show forth Thy
love, helping young people to see that Thy
way is best. And, oh, may we miss no

Missionaries Glenn and Beth Frey with
their family, Mary, Laureen and Heather.
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opportunity to witness and touch lives
for Thee."
Another memory returns: the afternoon
we stood with that great group in the
Harrisburg Forum to sing the Lord's
Prayer, " . . . for Thine is the kingdom and
the power and the glory forever. Amen."
Our hearts are calm, we follow our Lord.
Beth and Glenn Frey

" W e Are Still Counting On
Your Prayers"
Saturday before Easter we had our Communion Service which proved a real blessing for those who took part.
Jose Garcia has gone to his reward.
Early Friday morning, Carlos came to us
around 6:00*, while we were praying in
the church and asked us to come to pray
for his father as he was very low. We
went, had prayer, and within one hour we
witnessed his peaceful death. The family
gave us the privilege to speak and have
prayer at the funeral, which was the largest that we have attended. The family
and relatives listened very attentively. By
request we read two Scripture texts on the
W.M.P.C. calendar, the one for the day
before he died and the one on the day he
passed away. He was the father of eighteen children, not one a Christian. How
they need our prayers, especially Carlos,
who sometimes comes to church.

Ruth Noda, our Cuban teacher in the
day school, was married on March 21. She
and her husband (who works in Havana)
have moved into a small new house in
Cuatro Caminos.
The plans are in the making for our
return to the states in June. At this
waiting we do not know the date as Judy's
school will be late in closing because of
losing so much time through the political
unrest. We hope to be able to attend Conference. Will you pray God to direct—
also that God will enable John and Ruth
to carry the responsibility which will be
very heavy.
The Sunday school at Nazareno is continuing with interest even though new efforts are being put forth by the Catholics.
John Pawelski reports a hard pull at Portugalete, that there is more resistance by
the Catholics than in the past. They request your prayers. Here in Cuatro
Caminos we had 131 on Easter Sunday
which was second to the lowest attendance
in '59. On the whole we feel the opposition
and darkness is .greater since January 1st.
Many missionaries are gravely concerned
over some of the developments and changes
that are taking place. We are praying that
the Gospel door may stay open here in
Cuba. Join us especially for this burden.
We are still counting on your prayers.
The Wolgemuths
(*Note the hour of daily intercession
by our missionaries in Cuba. Can we
match it? Miss. Ed.)

. . But I Have Called
Your Friends—"
During World War II a young Belgian
parachutist was dropped into his country
to work with the underground movement
against the Germans. He was captured by
the Gestapo and placed in solitary confinement. In the cell at his side was a Belgian pastor likewise accused of espionage.
These men discovered that they could communicate with each other by tapping the
Morse code on the intervening wall. On
one occasion the parachutist tapped, "It is
hell to be alone with oneself." To this
the pastor replied "It is heaven to be alone
with one's Lord."
Sensing the parachutist's deep spiritual
need, the pastor arranged with one of the
members of his congregation on the outside to send a Bible to this young man.
But it was not merely a Bible which came
into this young man's cell; it was the person of Jesus Christ, who called him
friend and transformed his life there in
his solitary confinement. No longer was he
alone. So real was this friendship that on
the way to his execution the young man
tapped out. slowly to the Belgian pastor,
who was later released, "I am going out to
life and not to death."
Perhaps the Eskimos of Barrow, Alaska,
have caught the heart of the matter when
they describe the word "reconciliation" in
the simple terms of "making friends again"
—namely, "God was in Christ, making
friends again with the world."
This is the Bible's Easter message of life
because it reveals the living Christ, who
gave His life that we might live. Every
time this Book is translated, published, distributed and read in all the languages of
earth, Jesus says again, "I have called you
friends—."
E.A.N, in Bible Society Record
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Bloomington, Kentucky
On March 19 ground was dug for the
basement of a church for the Bloomington
congregation. This forward step follows
about 40 years of worshipping in a schoolhouse.
The new church will be called the
"Bloomington Church" by action of a
March 26 business meeting of the congregation. A building fund of $800 was on
hand as a result of soliciting from town
and surrounding areas. The project got
under way with the pouring of a "footer"
just after Easter.
The blessing of revival has been felt and
seen in the Bloomington, Beulah Chapel
and Knifley areas. Some have been saved,
some sanctified, and all blessed.
—from Dixie Columns

A point of witness by the Brethren in
Christ—Collingwood Mission on the shores
of Georgian Bay. Brother and Sister Christian H. Sider now serve in the Mission
Pastorate.

With

Thanksgiving

On behalf of Sister Mary Wenger and
the Mission Board this expression of
thanksgiving is published. We thank God
for His answer to the many prayers which
were offered on behalf of Sister Wenger.
This is the best explanation for the fact
that her recovery was more rapid and required less specialized treatment than the
doctors had expected. We also appreciated
the offerings which have been sent to
Sister Wenger for the expense involved.
Notwithstanding special administrative
contact to secure reduced rates since the
Mission Board assumed financial responsibility, we received a large bill from the
hospital for her 32 days treatment. We
believe there are congregations and many
friends of Sister Mary Wenger who will
want to share in the cost of this and the
doctors' bills.
Also we appreciated the gifts toward
the cost of Marlin Ressler's hospitalization
but more is needed to cover this. We are
thankful to the Lord for his complete recovery.
Send offerings for this purpose, properly
identified, to the treasurer, Reverend Andrew Slagenweit, West Milton, Ohio, R. 1.
Thanking you in advance for your continued prayers for Sister Wenger's full recovery and for sharing in the expenses involved the Mission Board thanks God for a
mission-minded constituency.
Albert H. Engle
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BULLETIN-BITS
Cedar Grove, Pa., have planned a love
feast service for May 16-17. Services begin
at 10:30 A.M.
Rev, and Mrs. Paul Hagen, missionaries
from India, serving under the Christian
and Missionary Alliance presented a program at Refton, Pa., April 12.
A revival service was conducted in the
Ringgold, Md., Church by Isaac Kanode
the week of April 5.
Wilbur Benner spoke his farewell messages in Kentucky at Beulah Chapel, April
19 and Bloominigton, April 26.
C. H. Moyer, Elizabethtown, Pa., has
been in the Lancaster General Hospital
undergoing eye surgery.
Mt. Pleasant, Pa., held a Bible and Missionary Conference April 25, 26 with
Bishop Henry Ginder as guest speaker.
The Lancaster County, Pa., Youth Fellowship held a meeting at the Cross Roads
Church, April 18, with Leon Sullivan,
Philadelphia banker, as guest speaker.
Hanover, Pa., announces a love feast for
May 9, 10 and revival services beginning
May 17 with E. J. Swalm as speaker.
J. C. Cassel of Englewood, Ohio, has had
an extended stay in the Dayton, Good Samaritan Hospital.
A love feast service is planned for
Wainfleet, Ontario May 9-10, with a Bible
Conference to be held on the 10th.
H. H. Brubaker was guest speaker for
College Sunday at Messiah College, April
12.
Pequea, Pa., love feast services May
16-17.

ANNUAL PEACE CONFERENCE HELD
AT THE ABILENE CHURCH IN
KANSAS ON APRIL 10, 11, 12, 1959
The Peace Relief and Service Committee,
upon an invitation from the Kansas church,
decided to hold their annual Peace Conference in that area in 1959. We are convinced that there is much merit in having
the conferences spread around in the
various regions of our brotherhood rather
than always convening in a central location. The Kansas church responded enthusiastically in attendance, appreciatively
and financially. They were very free in
their expressions of appreciation for bringing the Conference to them. Their people were exposed to specialized Biblical
teaching on this great doctrine of the
Bible. The speakers were Waldo Hiebert,
pastor of the Hillsboro Mennonite Brethren
church, Harry Martens, of the General
Conference Mennonites, Assistant to the
President of Bethel College at North Newton, Kansas. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., R. I. Witter, and the Chairman of the Peace, Relief
and Service Committee also served on the
program. On Sunday afternoon one of the
much appreciated features of the session
was a program given by a Musical Chorale
from the Mennonite College in Hesston,
Kansas. On Sunday the spacious Abilene
church was well filled, a few coming from
Oklahoma and some friends of sister
churches in the community. As the con-

vention came to a close the leaders of the
Kansas church expressed a sincere hope
that we would return with the Conference
no later than five years hence. It was a
time of deepening of our understanding
of this vital truth. Special numbers in
music were given by local talent that added
much to the enjoyment of the conference.
E. J. Swalm
CONVENTION TIME
Much inspiration has been received from
attending Conventions. The National Holiness Association Convention was a time of
great inspiration again this year. It convened in the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The registration was excellent. Approximately 25 Brethren in Christ pastors and
their wives from Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Indiana attended the Convention.
Doubtless many other pastors would have
enjoyed to share in this fellowship. We
trust if the Lord tarries, this will be possible next year.
The business sessions indicated strength
and aggression. A resolution was adopted
which will be of interest to our laymen
who have a desire for the promotion of
Bible Holiness. It calls for setting up a
laymen's organization known as "The Upper Room Fellowship." The purpose of
this fellowship is to give to the cause of
holiness and the N. H. A., moral and financial support. Watch for further release of
information,
A bibliography of deeper-life books, is
available to anyone by simply writing to
my office or to the N. H. A. Headquarters.
The seminars were times of excellent instruction and guidance. The public services
were times of unusual inspiration. A great
moving of God was experienced after a
layman, Mr. Stanley Tarn spoke to the
convention body on witnessing. The Spirit
moved so mightily that the session concluded with hundreds of ministers and laymen kneeling in the ball room of the hotel,
sobbing out their prayer to God for the
anointing of His Spirit to accomplish the
task assigned to them, witnessing.
One pastor said "My deepest wish as I
left the convention and started home, was
that I might pick up the convention and
take it along to my home congregation."
I trust that during the celebration of
Pentecost, we will share our prayers and
gifts with the N. H. A.
Henry A. Ginder, N.H.A. Representative
Sippo, Ohio
"The blessing of the Lord; it maketh
rich."
We were host to the quarterly meeting
of the Northern Ohio Christ's Crusaders in
January. Dr. Lovell, a professor from
Malone College in Canton, was guest
speaker.
Our pastor, Bro. Glick, presided over
our council meeting which was held February 2.
God graciously blessed and used Bro. Ray
I. Witter from Kansas in our Spring revival held Feb. 17 to March 1. The church
was strengthened spiritually through Bro.
Witter's preaching of the Word.
Our pastor underwent surgery in the
first week of March. During his recuperation, Bro. Henry Heisey, Bishop Carl
Ulery, Bro. Clayton Swartzentruber, and
Bro. W. J. Myers brought the message.
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We appreciated the ministry of these
brethren.
Easter Sunrise Service was held in the
church at 6:20 Easter morning. The service consisted of congregational singing, a
devotional period, songs by a Duet, Ladies
Ensemble, a trio, testimonies and a short
message. "You ask me how I know He
lives, He lives within my heart."
Five Forks, Pa.
The Five Forks congregation are happy
to welcome into their midst the Frank
Kipe family.
Jan. 29, the Willing Workers Fellowship
planned a homecoming introducing the
Kipes to the Sunday school. Gifts were
presented to them. The ladies had prepared a lovely cake with the words "Welcome Home." This was served with coffee
and cocoa and we enjoyed a time of fellowship together.
Feb. 22—Our revival started with Rev.
Frank Kipe as evangelist. The Bible
centered messages were clearly presented
with hearts responding to accept Christ
and believers deepened in their faith.
March 28—Easter dawned beautiful and
bright. The Sunday school children were
pleased to present their Easter program
after which our pastor, Rev. Ralph Wenger, gave the Easter Message.
April 12—Sunday evening. The Omar
Kipe family gave us an interesting program on "Church Etiquette" followed by a
message on Psalm 91 delivered by Rev.
Frank Kipe.
Southern Ohio Missionary Conference
The Women's Missionary Prayer Circles
of Southern Ohio are sponsoring a Missionary Conference to be held at the Fairview Church, Englewood, Ohio, on May
22, 23 and 24. "A World Wide Vision" will
be the result of the Conference, with the
Hokes from India, Stems from Africa,
Willmses from Japan Enos Sibanda, and
Henry Hostetter as speakers.
Among the many interesting features of
this Conference will be a W.M.P.C. Rally
on Saturday afternoon at which the lady
missionaries will speak. At the same time
there will be a children's meeting in the
parsonage with the men missionaries in
change.
Besides challenging with messages the
missionaries will be depicting family life
in their various countries. You are invited.
Mrs. Carl Ulery
Mt. Pleasant, Mount Joy, Pa.
Sunday, January 25, was observed as
Christ's Crusaders Day. The youth of the
congregation had active participation in the
day's services. Variety was given in the
S. S. class periods when the classes were
taught by the young people. Several young
men gave short messages in the morning
worship service. In the evening panel members gave discussion on such pertinent
topics as evolution, marrying a non-Christian, witnessing, etc. The discussions stimulated our thinking on "Living the Christian
Life."
Revival services were conducted from
February 22-March 15, with Rev. J. Clair
Shenk as evangelist. There was a general
spiritual deepening realized among the
members, as many sought for a fuller life
in Christ. Cold and indifferent members
were seen to confess their complacency,
and new souls were brought into a knowledge of Christ. We trust that the challenge's presented may continue to be present to lead and direct to greater things
in Christ Jesus.
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Highland Church, West Milton, Ohio
Highland Church Love Feast May 9, 10,
2:00 Sat. afternoon, communion 8:00, Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Bro. J. Lester Myers, Greencastle, Pa.,
will be with us for these services. Sunday
P.M. 1:30 will be a dedication service for
our remodeled church. Bro. Myers will be
with us for this service, also Bishop Ulery.
Sunday night through Wednesday night
Bro. Myers will be here for a prophetic
conference. All are welcome.
Mrs. Harold Kniesly
Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa.
January—Rev. Titus Books' message on
"Facing Tomorrow" with Faith, Hope and
Love, was timely and inspiring.
Sr. Mary Beth Stoner's illustrated talk
on her work in India was much appreciated.
Rev. J. Wilmer Heisey's report on the
Navajo Mission work stirred our hearts to
more praise and prayer.
We are happy to welcome Bro. and Sr.
Bruce Straw and Sr. Grace Haven into
our church membership by the "right hand
of fellowship," and Bro. and Sr. Fred Frey
and Sr. Rosie Beehtel by letters of transfer.
Sr. Pauline Frey's African pictures were
an unexpected treat.
We are indeed sorry to lose the fellowship of a faithful member and Sunday
school worker in the person of Sr. Elizabeth Hensel Hoffman. May God's blessing
be upon the bereaved husband, daughter
and son. But our loss is certainly her
eternal gain.
February—Rev. F. F. Frey challenged
our Christ's Crusaders with a message on,
"Youth Plus." He cited some Bible characters who displayed extraordinary qualities of manhood and Christian fortitude.
In the evening service they featured the
Primm Singers, of Harrisburg.
Sr. Bossert's account of her miraculous
healing and vision of heaven was most
interesting and inspiring.
March—During this month we heard and
saw much for which to praise and pray:
Bro. and Sr. Glenn Frey's and Sr. Edna
Switzer's farewell service and the news of
their safe arrival in Africa.
Our Bishop Ginder's return to U.S.A.,
and his presiding at our special council
meeting. It resulted in the decision to
purchase a nearby residence for a parsonage.
The very interesting Atlantic Regional
Conference which some of us attended at
the Cross Roads church.
Sr. Faithe Carlson's heart-stirring talk
on, "Soul Winning." May God help us to
continue seeking the lost "until" we have
found them.
Rev. Rupert Turman's very interesting
and informative talk on the Lord's leadings
in the Virginia mission field.
Rev. C. O. Wittlinger's pre-Easter messages. They were clear and Spirit-directed.
He very vividly envisioned the bloodstained
Cross, in History, Christian Experience and
Christian Service respectively.
An Easter Sunrise Service sponsored by
the Christ's Crusaders with Bishop Ginder as guest speaker. His having so recently stood before the "open tomb" added
much to the joy and glory of the occasion.
Bro. Wittlinger's Sunday morning message, "The Triumphant Christ," was indeed uplifting.
The enthusiasm which the Sunday school
boys and girls put into their Easter Program was rewarding.
The activities of the day ended with a

unique portrayal of Joseph of Arimathaea
by the Christ's Crusaders. How we thank
God that He is still saying, "Look unto
me, and be ye saved . . ."
Toronto, Ont.
Sunday, Feb. 1, was Christ's Crusaders
Day. A group from Niagara Christian
College presented a program in the morning service—singing, choral reading. Robert Sider was the speaker. At 5 p.m. all
young people were invited to a fellowship
supper in the church basement, then at six
a Bible narration in which the entire book
of John was read by a dozen or more
young people.
During the first three months of this
year our Sunday school has shown an increase in attendance of 19% over the corresponding period last year. A growing
adult class is somewhat responsible for
this. Morris Sider is the teacher. Once a
quarter the class sponsors a supper at
which time each member is expected to
bring a guest who may be a prospective
scholar. We find this very enjoyable and
effective.
Easter, 1959, is already history. It was a
day of blessing to all who worshiped in
our church. In the evening service the
girls' choir presented the resurrection message in word and song to a well filled
church.
We welcome to our congregation Mrs.
Glen Shoup (nee Beulah Winger).
Ruth Steckley
Heise Hill Church, Gormley, Ontario
On February 17 the Markham chapter
of the Niagara Christian College Alumni
Association held their meeting in the
church basement. About 28 people attended this fellowship supper and business
meeting.
Rev. J. R. Steckley conducted our
Teacher Training Course during the winter months. Sixteen people availed themselves of the opportunity to attend these
classes.
Our Christ's Crusaders Day was held on
March 1. The theme was "Living for Him."
Our guest speaker was Rev. William Rae
of Stouffville, Ontario, who is a returned
missionary from China. His subject for
both morning and evening services was
entitled "Serving the Living God." The
noon meal was served in the church basement to more than 75 young people. A
short program followed the meal. Music
was supplied by the Nigh Sisters Trio and
the Junior Male Quartette. Miss Vera
Brillinger read a letter from her sister
Mildred who is serving in voluntary service under the M.C.C. in Haiti. We were
very interested to hear of her various experiences there. Walter Brillinger, Roy
Heise, and Gerald Winger took turns in
giving us an account of their recent trip to
Florida and Haiti. After the banquet we
visited the old people at the Gormley Rest
Homo as well as others in the locality who
cannot attend services regularly. During
the evening- service we were favoured with
musical selections by our Gormley Harmonaires. We appreciated very much the messages from Rev. Rae throughout the day.
He was an inspiration to the older people as well as to each young person
present.
On Sunday morning, March 29 the
Niagara Christian College Ladies Chorus
rendered a program of sacred Easter
music. The Ladies Quartette also sang several selections. Rev. Robert Sider brought
us the Easter message.
L. W.
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Fruitville Brethren in Christ Church
Sarasota, Florida
Greetings from the sunny south to the
faithful
Brethren in Christ scattered
throughout the states, Canada and the
uttermost parts of the world. October 1,
1958 marked the time of starting our little
church. We were happy to have with us
for a few months through the winter,
numerous people from Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Canada. We were also glad for those
that stopped in for one or two services.
Bro. and Sister Arthur Climenhaga were
here for a missionary meeting, accompanied by Bro. and Sister John Climenhaga, and Katie Musser from Pa. Bro.
and Sister Emanuel Rohrer from Ohio
were here for three weeks. Bro. Rohrer
served as evangelist for our two-week revival meeting Jan. 25 to Feb. 8. There
were a number of seekers in our revival
and also in our regular services, some for
healing, some to get saved and a few for
sanctification. Sunday morning, March 8,
three more members were added to our little group and in the afternoon nine were
baptized where there was much water
(Gulf of Mexico). In the evening of Mar.
26 we had our second communion service,
26 partook of the sacred emblems.
In case some one is interested in buying a
small home in Fla. we have one right next
to the church: 4 rooms and bath almost
new only $4,750.00. This is a good buy and
we hope some Brethren in Christ family
will buy it. We also hope that many more
will find an opportunity to pay us a visit
or better still come down for the winter
vacation and help us along with the work
here.
Our little church is located in Fruitville
just five miles east of Sarasota.
Eli and Lydia Hostetler
P. 0. Box 7555 Sarasota, Fla.
Phone, Ring-ling 66519
BOARD OF BENEVOLENCE
FIRST QUARTER FINANCIAL,
Balance January 1, 1959
$1,344.00
Receipts
1,873.91
Total receipts and balance
$3,217.91
Expenditures
Paid to beneficiaries
January
$360.00
February
360.00
March
,
360.00
Missionaries children
allowance
37.50
Messiah Children's Home
500.00
Mt. Carmel Home
500.00
Total Expenditures
Balance on hand April 1, 1959

$2,117.50
$1,100.41

LOVE FEASTS
Pennsylvania
Cross Roads, Mt. Joy, Pa
May 23, 2 p.m.

•I]
KIPE—C. W. O. and Mrs. O. Keith Kipe of
Fort Sill, Okla. announce the arrival of their
second son, David Franklin, born Jan. 21,
1959.
CROWE—Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Crowe of
the Five Forks Congregation announce the
birth of a son, Mark Leon, born Feb. 12, 1959.
m

GALEBACH—Mr. and Mrs. Ray Galebach of
Lancaster, Pa., welcomed their fifth child, a
daughter, Vivian Jane, on Apr. 15, 1959, another member for the Pequea Cradle Roll.
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CAUPMAN—Ray Eugene brought happiness
to the home of Bro. and Sr. Wilbur Caufman
April 6, 1959, a brother for Jean and a new
member for the New Guilford Cradle Roll.

1ARRIAGES
MARTIN-MARTIN—Miss Arlene Martin of
Clarence Center, New York became the happy
bride of LeRoy Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa. on
March 28, 1959 in the Brethren in Christ
Church at Clarence Center. The Rev. Paul
Hostetler, pastor of the church, performed the
ceremony.
WOI.GEMTTTH-EFPS—Miss Madeline Epps
of Lancaster, Pa., was wed to Lester Wolgemuth of Elizabethtown, Pa., on March 21, 1959
in the Calvary Independent church, Lancaster.
The wedding ceremony was performed by the
Rev. J. David Harrison, pastor of the church.
CLTTGSTON-GARRISON—Miss Lucille Garrison and Mr. Galen Clugston were wed in the
Church of the Brethren at Palmyra, Pa. Rev.
Frank Carper officiated the wedding ceremony.

DISASTER SERVICE IN VIETNAM
by Harry G. Lefever, MCC Vietnam
MCC workers are particularly gratified
when the voluntary service concept
catches fire on the local level and people in need are suddenly looked upon
as neighbors by their fellowmen. The
following incident in Vietnam serves as
a good illustration.
On the morning of February 1, 1959, a
fire swept through a small rural village
three miles from Saigon. Gone in a few
minutes were 42 crudely constructed
houses, the homes of 61 families. Someone
had been making firecrackers for the coming Vietnamese New Year celebrations, and
carelessly started a fire which was soon
out of control. Some managed to grab a
few of their possessions before their homes
went up in flames, but these could not
provide a roof to protect them from the
scorching sun, nor a bed to sleep on at
night.
Word of the fire came to a group of
Vietnamese university students who were
in the midst of planning a work camp for
the New Year vacation which was to begin
the following week. The plans were for the
camp to be held at Banmethuot, a town in
the hills 220 miles north of Saigon. But
when news of the fire came and the
emergency situation was understood, the
students decided to forego the adventure
of traveling 200 miles and decided instead
to set up camp at the location of the fire.
So on the morning of February 12, 25
students converged upon the village of Go
Vap, and for the next four days took up
village life.
Camp Life
The village Buddhist temple became the
center of camp activities. Folding cots
were set up in the temple right beside the
burning incense sticks, the brightly colored
figures of the pelican standing upon the
turtle and the wood blocks with Chinese
characters used as worship aids. A family
living beside the temple generously gave
the campers permission to use their large
kitchen during the four days of the camp.
The open well of the village served as the
source of water for both cooking and
bathing.
Upon arrival at the camp site, we immediately chose a camp leader and four
committees—a K.P. (kitchen police), work,
program, and recreation committee.

The schedule provided for six hours of
work during the day, with time out for
morning and afternoon refreshments and
an after-lunch siesta. The evenings were
reserved for singing and games as we sat
around a kerosene lantern out in the open
among the palm and banana trees. Songs
from Japan, Vietnam, America, Palestine,
England, and France provided an international spirit.
The last evening, by invitation of the
chief of the district, the students, gave a
program for the villagers. Several hundred were present to hear the students
sing, to laugh with them at their skits
and to hear explained the meaning of service and the reasons why these students
came to help them in their time of disaster.
The Work Project
A fire always leaves a mess of burned
timbers, scattered debris and dusty ashes,
so the first job was to help the villagers
clean up the area. Under the direction of
the work committee the students moved in
with shovels, baskets, brooms and a wheelbarrow. After one day's work the debris of
42 houses had been carried and swept
away.
In order to provide a little shelter one
family had hung a large torn canvas over
a wire to make a tent, one family stacked
nail kegs to hold up a roof of loosely scattered woven leaves and bamboo sections,
another family hung up blankets to provide
walls. But these crudely built shelters
were only temporary until something better
could be built.
One family with exceptional fortitude
was a middle-aged woman and her aged
mother. With the help of the secretary of
the village, this woman was able to cut
some trees to serve as the frame of the
house. The sides were made of woven bamboo, and the roof "shingled" with woven
leaves. The building of this house was
largely the work of the campers under the
supervision of the village secretary. By
evening of the second day the house was
finished except for the doors and a few
rows on the roof. But the family moved in,
and that night again slept with a roof
over their heads and four walls to keep
out the village dogs.
Clothing Distribution
The last morning of the camp, before
our return to Saigon, we held a clothing
distribution for all the families who suffered from the fire. Many of the clothes
came from the students who had put on a
drive in the university. To these were added
clothes from the Mennonite Central Committee, providing enough for 61 families.
A list was prepared by the village secretary, and as each name was called the
person came forward to receive his gift.
Evaluation
The camp was a very good one for several reasons. First, there were excellent
leaders who had participated in many
workcamps before. These leaders instilled
into all of us the spirit of unselfishness,
making clear that the purpose for coming
to the village was primarily for service to
those in need, and only incidently for the
fun involved. This was clearly shown in
their willingness to give not only their
time, but clothes and money for the assistance of the villagers.
Another reason for the success of the
camp was the nature of the project. It
was something urgent, something very
obviously needful, something easily showing results. Although the entire project of
rebuilding 42 houses could only be started,
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the completion of one house—and the assistance given to another provided a sense
of accomplishment.
Also, working side by side with the villagers was of great importance. The students learned to know better the concerns
and problems of rural villagers and the
villagers discovered that university students are not educated only for selfish
reasons.
EUROPE—Tenth Group of Trainees
Comes to USA in 1959
The European Selection
Committee
(Peter Dyck, Erwin Goering, Milton Harder
and Doreen Harms, with Elmira Kliewer
sitting in) met March 6 to examine the
student trainee applications received during
the last several months and to recommend
to Akron those persons who should be
given the opportunity of going to America.
Thirty-eight trainees were recommended
and the names of seven students interested
in attending Mennonite colleges submitted
to the various colleges.
Akron has approved the trainee appointments. Final acceptance of foreign students
rests with the Mennonite colleges.
A breakdown of the 38 prospective
trainees follows: Germany—18, Netherlands — 14, Switzerland — 3, France — 2,
Greece—1. Several candidates from South
America and possibly the Far East may be
included later.
This will be the tenth group of trainees
to come to America. In 1957 Paul Bender,
then serving in Heerwegen, Holland, made
a study of this program. His findings were
encouraging. Understanding between North
American communities and churches and
those of the trainees' countries is growing
as a result of this project, hence MCC is
interested in continuing and enlarging the
program.
Sponsors are needed, as usual, to provide
homes for these trainees for their first sixmonth period in the US. Most families who
have participated in this program have
found the experience meaningful and rewarding. Interested persons should write
to MCC, Akron, Pa. by May 1.
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Trainee Sabine Penner, Germany, frosts a
birthday cake while her little friend looks
on in the home of Willis Graber, Wayland,
Iowa where she is staying.
NEPAL—School Project
Gathers Momentum
"Nearly 100 new students registered for
the coming school year, bringing the total
up to 160 students," reports Paxman Dean
Wyse from Ampipal, Nepal.
"We had to build a porch along one side
of the school to accommodate the crowd. It
shows that people have confidence in us
here that we are giving their children as
good an education as can be had in this
country."
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A team of five Paxmen serve with the
international United Mission to Nepal in its
hospital and school construction program.
Wyse is stationed at a mountain mission
outpost where he is head carpenter for a
Community Service Program and has supervised the building of a dispensary and a
school.
The development of the school project
is encouraging. Especially significant is
the changed attitude of several high caste
men, who a year ago led a half-hearted
political demonstration against the Mission.
This year they are registering their boys
for school.
Other villages in the district are requesting schools, but these cannot be
started because there simply are no
teachers. Realizing that the only way to
get teachers is to train them locally, the
mission director has started a teacher
training school for four students who will
be placed in villages next fall. Another missionary and his family have arrived at the
outpost to help develop the agricultural
aspect of the project.

Paxman Albert Hostetler, Massillon, O.,
serves in the Mennonite Community Center
at Kaiserslautern, Germany supervising
craft classes and recreation for the boys.
Here they enjoy a game he made for them.
AUSTRIA—NONRESISTANCE is
Pax Conference Theme
A stimulating program and excellent attendance were reported for the Mar. 11-16
semi-annual Pax Peace Conference held at
Schloss Leopoldstein, a renovated 17th century castle in the Austrian Alps.
Fifty-four Paxmen representing seven
European countries and Morocco, Algeria
and Jordan participated in the four day
study of nonresistance and its implications
for present day living. Pax matrons, speakers and guests brought the average daily
attendance to approximately 70 persons.
Speakers were Andre Trocme, executive
secretary of IFOR; Peter Dyck, director of
MCC Europe; Clarence Bauman, European
MCC peace representative; and Erwin
Goering, Mennonite Voluntary Service director.
In addition to Bible studies and lectures,
there was strong emphasis on group participation. Paxmen took part in panel discussions, gave book reviews, debated on
the topic, Our Responsibility to the State,
and presented the historical skit, Faithful
Unto Death.
European Pax Director Ray Kauffman
comments: "This was the first experience
for most of the fellows to study nonresistance at such length. We made an effort
before Conference to emphasize preparation, I believe with good results. We wish
to express appreciation to the MCC and
our churches at home for making this conference possible."

New Officers of the Mennonite Disaster
Service Coordinating Committee: Left, L.
L. Swartzentruber, Greenwood, Del.; Dale
Rufenacht, Archbold, O.; Raymond Hess,
Souderton, Pa.

Summarization of a Meeting with the
Prime Minister of Canada
Representatives of different branches of
the Mennonite Church and Bishop E. J.
Swalm of the Brethren in Christ Church
presented a Brief representing the peace
position of these particular groups in
Canada.
The presentation was made in person to
The Right Honourable John George Diefenbaker. Prime Minister of Canada, in his office, February 16, 1959. The following represents a summary of the visit:
We were ushered in by 0. W. Weichel
at 9:05.
After each was personally introduced
and shook hands with the Prime Minister,
he remarked, "Let's all gather around and
keep sitting, men; make yourselves at
home."
,,
He told C. J. Rempel to draw up his
chair for the reading of the brief. During
the reading, and at the assurance of our
prayers he nodded his head several times
and said, "Thank you very much." "Being
a lawyer and accustomed to preparing and
reading Briefs, they usually cover pages
and pages of information. Some of these
so-called briefs seem to reach from here to
the approach of eternity."
"I have been very touched by the brief
and I am sure Mr. Weichel is too, particularly for your assurance of your prayers which I have asked for on a number of
occasions."
Mr. Weichel interjected, "This is more on
a personal letter level." The Prime Minister pointed out that the Conservative
Government always respected legislation
granting to us our religious liberties and
then on three different occasions mentioned
that these provisions for our concerns are
"changeless."
He then compared the bombs of today to
those of former years. One nuclear bomb
of today would surpass the power and destruction of all bombs dropped by both
sides during the first World War. One
bomb today would equal the force of 16,000
tons of TNT.
He then said that in the event of nuclear
attack, the scope for assistance would be
so tremendous that there would be ample
room for the type of contribution which our
people have so admirably rendered. He assured us an open door to come back any
time we have any concerns.
General impressions:
a. He was well versed on Mennonites
and legislation concerning our people and their privileges.

Evangelical Visitor

b. H e quoted n a m e s a n d c o n g r e g a t i o n s .
Mennonites a r e like B a p t i s t s ; some
go all t h e w a y while o t h e r s go only
p a r t of t h e w a y . "
c. H e seemed v e r y a p p r e c i a t i v e of our
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n and our concerns.
d. H e prolonged our visit beyond t h e
appointed t i m e .
Medical Assistance
Program Flourishes
Kim poised a small fist on each hip a n d
w a t c h e d t h e doctor examine a little girl.
He w a s next. A low cough r a t t l e d t h r o u g h
him a n d w a s gone. Then t h e doctor t u r n e d
and signaled for him
K i m is a seven-year-old K o r e a n boy,
but. h e looks h a r d l y four. U n t i l a y e a r a g o
he lived in t h e village of P a i k P o n g w i t h
his m o t h e r a n d f a t h e r . N o w h e is t u b e r cular and an orphan.
Several y e a r s a g o K i m m i g h t well h a v e
died from his tuberculosis. Today, he h a s
a good chance for a h a p p y , n o r m a l life.
Medical missionaries in P u s a n will give him
r e s t and Seromycin, and, w i t h p r a y e r a n d

Missions Abroa d
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence, P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Bishop and Mrs. Arthur M. Climenhaga
Miss Velma R. Brillinger
Mr. Donald B. Potteiger*
.SOUTHERN RHODESIA
Matopo Mission: Private Bag 191T, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker*
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk
Miss Florence R. Hensel
Miss Ruth E. Hock
Miss Ruth T. Hunt
Miss Rhb'da G. Lenhert
Miss Elva P. Lyons
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Matopo 'Outstations: Private Bag 201T, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag 102M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam D. Heise
Miss Nancy J. Kreider
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private Bag
101M Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Helen R. Pyke*
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag 129S, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia, Africa.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey
Miss Gladys I. Lehman
Miss Martha M. Long*
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth
Bible Institute Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse F. Lady
Miss F. Mabel Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook
NORTHERN RHODESIA
Macha Mission: Private Bag, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Miss Lois P. Davidson
Miss Dorothy Jean Gish
Miss Fannie Longenecker
*
Miss Edith E. Miller
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Engle*
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faith, he will m a k e a complete recovery.
T h e missionaries can help K i m w i t h Seromycin because E l i Lilly a n d Company, one
of 35 c o n t r i b u t i n g d r u g companies, h a s
given t h e m l a r g e q u a n t i t i es of t h e d r u g .
In April, t h e Christian Medical Society
— h e a d q u a r t e r e d in Chicago, w i t h R a y m o n d
K n i g h t o n a s Executiv e Director—release d
its a n n u a l r e p o r t for 1958, describing t h i s
t r e m e n d o u s Missionary Assistance P r o g r a m
t h a t continues to g r o w a t an a m a z i n g r a t e .
D u r i n g last y e ar the M A P shipped free
of c h a r g e (recipient p a y s only h a n d l i n g and
shipping costs) $300,000 w o r t h of medical
goods to 135 different foreign missionary
M.D.'s w o r k i n g in 43 countries, serving
u n d e r 53 mission b o a r d s . T h e r e p o r t included a p a r t i a l list of 42 products donated
b y t h e d r u g companies t o w a r d this vital
program.
F o u r m o n t h s ago in T a n g a n y i k a , n e a r
t h e t o w n of Musoma, t h e r e lived a little
girl n a m e d Rebecca. She w a s t h e m a r v e l
of t h e C h r i s t i an missionaries because she
seemed h a p p y only w h e n she could give
s o m e t h i n g away, even a t t h e t e n d er a g e of
t h r e e . She w a s forever g a t h e r i n g bouquets
Miss Martha L. Lady
Miss Edna E. Lehman
Sikalong'o Mission: P. O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider
Miss Norma G. Brubaker
Miss Kathryn H. Hossler
Nahumba Mission, P. O. Box 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia, Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Kafue Training I n s t i t u t e : P. O. Box 23, Kafue,
N. Rhodesia, Africa.
Miss Anna L. Kettering
India
General Superintendent's Residence, Saharsa
Mission, F. O. Saharsa, N. E. Railway,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Leora G. Yoder
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Murliganj
N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Miss Beulah Arnold
Miss Ruth E. Book
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E.
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Dr. and Mrs. George E. Paulus
Miss E r m a Z. Hare
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi N. E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India, in charge of
Rev. Charles E. Engle
TTlubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria, District
Howrah, West Bengal, India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick
"Anand Bhawan," 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith
Japan
11 Hijiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguchi, Japan.
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book
122 Yamamoto-dori, 4 Chome, Ikuta-Ku, Kobe,
Japan.
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba.
Rev. and Mrs. Howard WoJgemuth
Rev. and Mrs. John Pawelski
Missionaries on F u r l o u g h
Rev. and Mrs. I. M. Stern, c/o Aaron Stern.
Mill Hall, Pa.
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts, c/o Roy Shoalts,
R. 1, Wellandport, Ontario, Canada
Miss Mary E. Stoner, Box 46, R. 2, Mifflintown, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms, c/o E. L.
Guengerich, 1496 N. F i r s t Ave., Upland, Calif.
Miss Mary Engle, Abilene, Kansas, c/o Mrs.
Frances Engle
Miss Pauline Frey, 503 Holmes Ave., Ontario, Calif.
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe, c/o Omar
Kipe, R. 1, Waynesboro, Pa.
Miss Mary E. Heisey, c/o S. W. Heisey,
Center Hall, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke, Pleasant
Hill, Ohio
*1-W and voluntary service workers

for t h e missionaries or s a v i n g a b a n a n a or
piece of shiny m e t a l for h e r b r o t h e r , David.
A n d she especially loved to w o r k w i t h h e r
m o t h e r in t h e fields.
If Rebecca h a d a vice, it w a s h e r love of
finery. She couldn't r e s i s t a d r e s s covered
with h u g e p r i n t flowers and would s t r u t
and smile and g u r g l e with l a u g h t e r w h e n
she modeled a n e w one. B u t life w a s n ' t
destined to be a l w a y s so g a y for Rebecca.
One afternoon she g r e w ill in t h e fields,
and h e r m o t h e r p u t h e r t o bed in t h e
family h u t . F o r t h r e e d a y s no one s a w
Rebecca. E v e r y o n e missed her. F i n a l l y , on
the f o u r t h day, h e r m o t h e r took h e r to
t h e mission.
The doctor t h e r e examined Rebecca a n d
found she h a d meningitis . He g a v e h e r
Ilotycin a n d p u t h e r to bed. Rebecca improved g r a d u a l l y , a n d t o d a y she's h e r old
self, l a u g h i n g a n d giving t h i n g s a w a y a n d
still i n f a t u a t e d w i t h h u g e p r i n t flowers a n d
feminine finery—thanks to t h e Medical A s sistance P r o g r a m of t h e C h r i s t i an Medical
Society F o u n d a t i o n , a n d t o t h e d r u g comp a n i e s whose g e n e r o u s donations m a k e t h e
project possible.
Officers of t h e CMS F o u n d a t i o n a r e a s
follows: President , R a l p h Blocksma, M.D.,
G r a n d Rapids, M i c h i g a n; Vice P r e s i d e n t ,
P. K e n n e t h Gieser, M.D., W h e a t o n , Illinois;
S e c r e t a r y , J o h n H y d e , M.D., Oak P a r k ,
Illinois a n d T r e a s u r e r , P a u l J. J o r d e n ,
M.D., Chicago, Illinois.
A K R O N — S t u d y a n d Review C o m m i t t e e s
to Conduct R e s e a r c h
A t t h e March 21 Executiv e Committee
Meeting, committee s w e r e f o r m e d to conduct r e s e a r c h in two specific a r e a s — M C C
m e m b e r s h i p a n d t h e I-W p r o g r a m .
T h e MCC Membership S t u d y Committee,
consisting of seven m e m b e r s r e p r e s e n t i n g
t h e c o n s t i t u e n t conferences a n d o r g a n i z a tions, will m a k e a s t u d y of t h e p r e s e n t basis
of MCC m e m b e r s h i p w i t h a view to possibly i n c r e a s i n g the n u m b e r of r e p r e s e n t a tives. Committee m e m b e r s a r e : C. N . Host e t t e r , J r . , G r a n t h a m , Penna., H. E r n e s t
B e n n e t t , E l k h a r t , Ind., C. A. D e F e h r , Winnipeg, Man., Ted F r i e s e n, A l t o n a , Man.,
Waldo Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kans., R o b e r t
Kreider, Bluffton, Ohio, J . B. M a r t i n ,
W a t e r l o o , Ont.
A n evaluation of t h e I-W p r o g r a m will
be m a d e by a n i n e - m e m b e r Review Comm i t t e e . The s u g g e s t i o n for such a review
w a s submitte d to MCC A n n u a l Meeting by
t h e General Conference Mennonite Church.
Appointees to t h i s c o m m i t t ee include: A t lee Beachy, Goshen, Ind., George Classen,
Yale, S. D., A l b e r t M. Gaeddert, I n m a n ,
Kans., N o a h Good, L a n c a s t e r , P a ., J o h n
L a p p , Lansdale, Pa., E s ko Loewen, Hillsboro, Kans., Orie 0 . Miller, A k r o n , P a . ,
Wesley Prieb, Hillsboro, K a n s . , E l b e r t
Smith, L a n c a s t e r , P a . T h e c o m m i t t e e will
submit a r e p o r t a n d recommendations to
the MCC Executive Committee, P e a c e Section E x e c u t i v e Committee a n d I-W Coordination Committe e conjointly n e x t fall.
A K R O N — M C C Executives to Visit F a r
East, South A m e r i c a
E x e c u t i v e s e c r e t a r y William T. S n y d er
is p l a n n i n g to go on a n extended commissioner t r i p to t h e F a r E a s t M a y 9-July 20
to review the MCC p r o g r a m in India, Vietn a m , H o n g K o n g , Indonesia, K o r e a a n d
J a p a n . He will visit MCC u n i t s in E u r o p e
and t h e Middle E a s t briefly en r o u t e . One
of t h e p r i m a r y p u r p o s e s of t h e t r i p in addition to p l a n n i n g for t h e f u t u r e , is t h e
t r a n s f e r r i n g of executive s e c r e t a r y responsibilities from Orie Miller to William
Snyder.
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An administrative visit to South America
by associate executive secretary Orie 0.
Miller will take place almost simultaneously, from May 15 - July 7. Brother Miller
will make a general review of the MCC
program in South America and assist the
Mennonite colonies in planning the use of
the second half of the million dollar
Smathers Loan. A brief visit to Haiti,
British Honduras, Bolivia and possibly
Peru is included in his itinerary.
During the absence of both men, C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., chairman of the MCC, will
serve as acting executive secretary.

NEWS ITEMS
Pope Revives Feet-washing Custom
VATICAN CITY (EP)—Pope John
XXIII recently washed the feet of 12 poor
men, thereby reviving the ancient papal
custom of laving the feet of the poor. The
custom was practiced by pontiffs long ago
when beggars were brought in from the
streets of Rome for the ceremony.
In pre-Easter rites on "Holy Thursday,"
the pontiff washed the feet of 13 priests
representing the 12 apostles and Christ
Himself.
Mount Ararat to Become
Broadcasting Site
MOSCOW (EP)—Radio and television
antennas will go up on Mount Ararat
where Noah's Ark came down after the
flood, Moscow Radio reported recently.
The news bulletin did not state who planned the station, but indicated it will be
built this year. Mount Ararat is in Turkey, near the western border of Soviet
Armenia. Radio Moscow said the new station would be erected at a height of 12,467
feet. It made no allusion to Mount Ararat's
Biblical history.
Biola Breaks Ground
for Student Commons
As a climax to its annual Day of
Prayer, the Bible Institute of Los Angeles
broke ground for a $125,000 student commons building on its La Mirada, Calif.,
campus site on March 12. Students of the
four schools of the 50 year old Southland
training center participated in the event.
Each year, the students of the BIOLA
schools—Bible Institute Biola College, Talbot Theological Seminary, and School of
Missionary Medicine—take a day out of
their regular training schedule for a time
of special prayer emphasis. This year, for
the first time, the hours of devotional
gathering were held on the new campus.
The 60 acre site will be used for training
starting September, 1959, according to announcement by school officials. (EP)
NAE Leader Scores
Dahlberg Statement
LOS ANGELES (EP)—As some 1,000
delegates were gathering for the 17th annual conference of the National Association
of Evangelicals here, a statement by Dr.
George E. Ford attracted considerable
newspaper attention.
Dr. Ford, NAE Executive Director, took
exception to a recent statement by Dr.
Edward T. Dahlberg, president of the
National Council of Churches.
In the March issue of the National Council Outlook, Ford declared, Dr. Dahlberg
had asserted that "It was the vigorous
pronouncements Jesus made on controversial matters that sent Him to the cross.
If He had confined Himself to Micky
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Mouse morals, He would never have been
heard of."
Dr. Ford, in a report to the NAE board
commented: "This statement reveals a
spiritual vacuum into which our organization is unavoidably drawn. We must provide the spiritual leadership for a Protestant world that has lost its way because
it has lost its spiritual orientation."
"Christ did not go to the Cross because
He was controversial," Ford declared, "but
because, as the Son of God, He was born
to die for our sins."
Church of God Slates '60
Assembly for Memphis
CLEVELAND, Tenn. (EP)—The Church
of God has selected Memphis, Tenn., as the
site of its 1960 General Assembly, scheduled for August 16-20, 1960. The Council of
Ordained Ministers will meet concurrently
with the General Assembly.
Since 1906 the General Assembly has
been the highest governing body of the
Church of God. It is in these sessions that
"policy is established, program is instituted
and doctrine is defined." A nondelegated
convention, the General Assembly is composed of all members of the Church of God
who care to attend the sessions. All male
members are permitted to vote on measures presented to the Assembly.
Free Church Issues Official History
The Evangelical Free Church of America
is 63 per cent urban, 24 per cent rural
and 13 per cent suburban.
"In recent years," said Dr. Arnold T.
Olson, president, "our growth has kept
pace with the population move to the
cities and then to the suburbs. Today's
pioneer is a young pastor who moves into
a new housing area and, from scratch and
helped by a few Free Church families, develops a thriving and missionary-minded
congregation in a matter of a few years.
Such pioneering has as many problems as
encountered back in 1884."
Power of Suggestion?
HERMAN, Minn. (EP)—The Lutheran
congregations in the neighboring communities of Herman and Hoffman have
hired a new pastor. His name may have
had something to do with the choice. He
is the Reverend Herman Hoffman!
Pastors' Conference Announced
Youth for Christ International and Scripture Press, both of Wheaton, 111., will cosponsor a Pastor's Conference, June 29July 4, during YFCI's 15th annual Convention at Winona Lake, Indiana.
Emphasizing youth work in the local
church and Sunday School, the Conference
will be directed by Dr. Ted W. Engstrom,
YFCI president, and Dr. Robert A. Cook,
Vice President of Scripture Press and
Chairman of the YFCI Board. Youth specialists from local Youth for Christ programs and from the Scripture Press staff
will also appear on the program.
Dr. Clyde M. Narramore, Christian psychologist and author, will address the pastors each day in a Counselling Workshop.
Dr. 'Narramore is consulting psychologist
for the Los Angeles County public schools.
(EP)
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Buffalo Church-Goers Reminded
BUFFALO, N. Y. (EP)—Church-tgoers
here have been asked by the Council of
Churches of Buffalo and Erie County to
abstain from shopping on Sundays. Some
merchants have said that a sizeable part
of Sunday business is made up of churchgoers who stop in to make purchases on
the way home from church.
Assemblies Mark 45th "Birthday"
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (EP)—The Assemblies of God, one of the fastest growing
denominations in the U. S., celebrated its
45th "birthday" on April 12. The church
was organized in Hot Springs, Ark., in
1914, following a 10-day conference of independent evangelical ministers.
The youthful organization, which has
grown to world-wide prominence, points out
that it "did not split from any group." Following early 1900 revivals in the South and
Mid-west,
several
independent
clergy
called a convention to work toward greater
cooperation in world missions.
Moody Announces Annual
Church Music Workshop
A "study vacation" in Chicago for
church musicians—choir directors, organists and soloists—will be offered by the
sacred music department of Moody Bible
Institute July 6 to 11, during its annual
church music workshop.
Leading a seminar on "Music in Evangelism" will be Dr. W. Plunkett Martin,
director of the school of sacred music at
the New Orleans Baptist Theological
Seminary.

The Minister's Salary
(Continued from page two)
those who work under their direction. We are at the point in our
church life where some semblance at
least, of uniform and adequate income must be provided for the various areas of Christian service.
Gainful employment to supplement
the income should not be decided on
the basis of so-called dignity involved. A church board who may
sincerely feel the inability of the congregation to provide an adequate income for the pastor, have not fulfilled
their responsibility until they assist
in making arrangements which will
provide an adequate income. The
need for a spiritual ministry evaluated with the ability of a congregation to provide material support suggests the basis upon which a pastor's
contract should be based.
Blessed is that church board and
the pastor concerned who have sufficient insight into spiritual values to
render the right decision.
J. N. H.

